IMPLEMENTING
THE UNIVERSAL STANDARDS
Deutsche Asset Managementʼs Global Social Finance
(GSF) group uses the Universal Standards to inform its
due diligence—and views the Universal Standards as a
guidebook to help the industry speak the same
language about social performance management.
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ORGANIZATION
Since 1997, GSF, through funds the group manages, has lent $330 million to
over 130 microfinance institutions in over 50 countries around the developing
world. This capital has been used to create an estimated $1.75 billion in new
microfinance loans to as many as 3.9 million microentrepreneurs1.
Mission: Mobilizing “impact” capital to finance enterprises and projects that
directly benefit the poor and underserved communities.
Deutsche Asset Management’s Global Social Finance group (GSF) recognizes that
the success of microfinance depends upon its ability to use business strategies to
serve the needs of low-income populations with limited access to financial products
and services—in a way that is sustainable and brought to scale. GSF has developed
social scorecards through which it evaluates Financial Service Providers (FSPs)
social missions and frameworks for delivering social outcomes in its underwriting.
GSF’s FSP clients must meet standards of good governance, transparency and
client care. For GSF, this is all part of providing good customer service.
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Deutsche Asset Managementʼs
Global Social Finance (GSF)
is an active member of the SPTF
Social Investor Working Group.
As such, in March 2016 GSF
hosted the first meeting of the
working group in the United
States. GSF has actively
contributed to several initiatives
of the working group including
the development of the SPI4
ALINUS and the lenders
guidelines for setting reasonable
covenants in support of
responsible microfinance.

UNIVERSAL STANDARDS
GSF has incorporated the Universal Standards into its social score card—and
uses due diligence as an opportunity to talk to FSPs about SPM.

FIRST STEPS
Train the team
Ensure that the entire team understands the importance of social performance
management and how to discuss with FSPs.
Map practices that already exist
To make changes to the GSF’s internal practices for social performance
management, the team identified areas they were already working on, and the best
way to incorporate additional practices. After doing this, it was possible to
incorporate the Universal Standards into tools and GSF’s social score card,
including questionnaires for an FSP's head office, branch offices and loan officers.

KEY LESSONS

TIPS
(based on GSF’s experience in
incorporating the Universal Standards)

P Analyze what practices
your institution already has
in place
P Align tools to the Universal
Standards or adopt
industry-created tools that
have been established with
the Universal Standards
P Train staff to ensure
understanding of SPM and
ability to communicate with
FSPs effectively about it

SPM is just good customer service
Meeting standards of good governance, transparency, and fair treatment of clients
are critical aspects of being a customer-driven business.
Social missions should be part of the everyday business of an FSP.
Investors want to know that their money is doing something that matters. For an
FSP to achieve its social mission, social performance management must be
incorporated into the FSP's day-to-day work.

RESULTS
GSF is able to track the progress of its partner FSPs more closely, after
encouraging them to use the Universal Standards to define social goals.

LOOKING AHEAD
GSF approaches FSPs about the Universal Standards, but hopes to see
FSPs proactively adopting them. Most FSPs are looking for consistency from
investors, while investors are looking for concrete ways to monitor what FSPs are
doing. The Universal Standards can provide a common language for the industry.
GSF is currently exploring a transition from its proprietary social scorecard
to the SPI4/ALINUS tool to continue to improve practices according to the
Universal Standards and align with broader industry efforts.
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RESOURCES
To learn more about Deutsche Bank, visit www.db.com
To learn more about The Universal Standards, visit www.sptf.info

